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Military Engagement
Influencing Armed Forces Worldwide to Support Democratic Transitions (Volume Two:
Regional and Country Studies)
The response of an autocratic nation’s armed forces is crucial to the outcome of democratization
movements throughout the world.

This second volume of Military Engagement relates stories of how democratic civil-military
relations developed in five world regions and 14 individual countries. Given the unique
circumstances of each region and country this collection provides a valuable lens to begin to
understand the complexity of shifting a country’s armed forces from supporting an authoritarian
regime to serving an elected democratic government.
Abridged Excerpt from Chapter 18: The Role of the Military in Egyptian Politics
The Egyptian army played a major role in the history of Egypt and has always held far more
political and economic power than in most countries. Its role in running Egyptian politics and in
business far exceeded its role in defending the country, and its political and business
involvement came at the expense of its military efficiency. The term democracy has not been and
is not now familiar to Egyptian government and political systems.
The support of the Egyptian public for the 1952 revolution carried out by the Free Officers
Movement demonstrated the high level of resentment that most Egyptians had for the monarchy
and the British presence. After this revolution, [Gamal Abdel] Nasser dissolved existing political
parties and became the uncontested ruler of Egypt. In turn, the Egyptian army became the ruling
party. Army officers held ministerial jobs and other high-ranking posts in the government.
The result was that the Egyptian army’s military spirit and its readiness to defend the country
were greatly compromised. The army’s performance in the war of the Suez and in the Yemeni

civil war was poor. Ultimately the Egyptian army was humiliated and defeated in the Six-Day
War of 1967.
Under Nasser, security and intelligence agencies controlled the everyday life of Egyptians. No
shred of democratic life existed. These agencies were under the control and protection of the
army.
Following the military revolution of 1952, the regime’s ban on political parties left a large void
in Egyptian political life. However, the government did not apply the same prohibitions to the
activities of religious institutes and mosques. Mosques served not only as a place for prayer but
also as a place for meetings and thought sharing. This enabled the Muslim Brotherhood to attract
members, while nonreligious parties lacked similar means to do so. Frequently, the leaders of the
Muslim Brotherhood verbally attacked Mubarak and government policies. However, they kept
their distance from the army and avoided instigating confrontations. There seems to have been an
undeclared truce between the army and the Muslim Brotherhood.
Following the peace treaty with Israel, in reality the Egyptian armed forces faced no external
threat, but there was disagreement between the Egyptian armed forces and their American
military partners on the fundamental question of external threats to Egypt. Many Egyptians felt
that Israel was still a threat, but the United States, as a matter of policy, did not agree. Gradually,
the Egyptian public felt that the army was losing its identity and goals. Instead of acting as the
protector of Egypt, it had become the guardian of its own interests, the political system, and
Mubarak. After the reelection of Mubarak in 2005, many in the military and political circles of
Egypt expected him to name a former military officer as vice president. The expectation for a
successor grew with signs of Mubarak’s ill health. This issue was never brought up publicly or in
meetings of army officials, but unease and doubts grew among some officers. Mubarak turned a
deaf ear to the murmurs, creating tension between himself and the army. This tension allowed
many opposition groups, including the Muslim Brotherhood, to increase their criticism of
Mubarak’s rule. [end excerpt]
This is the second volume of a two-volume set edited under the leadership of Admiral Dennis
Blair, the Council for a Community of Democracies has developed a project to inform, guide,
and strengthen democratic transitions
Learn more about Military Engagement (Volume One: Overview) »
You can also purchase the two volumes of Military Engagement as a set, for a discounted price.
Learn more about the set »
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